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USE OF ENGLISH KEY 

 

TASK 1 20 POINTS 
 

ONE POINT PER ELEMENT AS INDICATED IN THE KEY 
 

 
 
1  has (gets) / his (the) lawn cut 
 
 
2 didn’t feel (did not feel)  / like working 
 
 
3 will be / affected by 
 
 
4 is the / silliest idea 
 
 
5 is used to / sending or: has got used to / sending 
 
 
6 has not (hasn’t) / spoken to 
 
 
7 made / no (little) sense to   OR: did not / make sense to 
 
 
8 can’t (cannot) / have seen 
 
 
9 even though / there was (we had) (we experienced) 
 
 
10 If only I / had 
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USE OF ENGLISH KEY 

 
TASK 2 10 POINTS 

 

 

 

WAR ON HUNGER 

 

1 radically 

2 actions 

3 addition 

4 declare 

5 assistance 

6 severe 

7 poverty 

8 trying 

9 higher 

10 horrible / horrifying / horrific 
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USE OF ENGLISH KEY 

 
TASK 3 10 POINTS 
 

 

EINSTEIN’S LETTERS 

 

Some of Einstein’s letters are now being sold at record price in London. They offer a 

great insight into Einstein’s thoughts on world affairs. His interests ranged (1) from 

science to politics and religion. In his advice to people who wrote to him on (2) these 

(those / such) matters he tried to remain diplomatic. He always made a big effort to 

respond to as (3) many letters as he could. He even wrote back to children. 

In the late1940s Einstein replied to a correspondent’s idea who had proposed a world 

government in order (4) to enforce peace. Einstein felt that there might be 

advantages in taking (5) part in a world government. Particularly bearing Russia in 

mind, Einstein hoped that the Soviet Government (6) would / might soon see that 

nothing could be achieved by aggression. 

His views on (7) how to understand his theory of relativity were quite clear. To 

people (8) who / that thought it too difficult to understand he answered that this was 

due (9) to their spending too little time studying it. His theory, Einstein was 

convinced, was quite easy to grasp. 

As far (10) as religious beliefs were concerned, Einstein was quite clear: Religious 

beliefs were the product of human weaknesses and nothing else. 

 


